**UNIVERSITY OF COLORADO**  
**AT BOULDER**  
**DEPARTMENT OF INTEGRATIVE PHYSIOLOGY**

**IPHY 3010: TEACHING IN INTEGRATIVE PHYSIOLOGY**  
The goal of the course is to give undergraduate students the opportunity to gain valuable teaching and laboratory experience in the natural sciences. You must be of junior standing and have a B in the course you will be assisting. Tuition/course fees will be charged for this course. Please have this form signed by the faculty sponsor, then by the Dr. Dave Sherwood. Turn in the form to Clare 113/114 before the add deadline.

**SEMESTER**: FALL – SPRING – SUMMER  
**# OF CREDIT HOURS**: 1 – 2  

**NAME** _______________________________  
**STUDENT #** _________________________

**ADDRESS** ________________________________________________________________

**PHONE** _______________  
**CU EMAIL** ________________________________

**STUDENT SIGNATURE** ________________________________

**FACULTY SPONSOR** ____________________________  
**PRINTED** ____________________________  
**SIGNED** ____________________________

**PLEASE CIRCLE THE COURSE YOU WILL BE ASSISTING:**  
3010-801  IPHY 3415-HUMAN ANATOMY LAB  
3010-802  IPHY 3435-HUMAN PHYSIOLOGY LAB  
3010-804  IPHY 4540-BIOMECHANICS  
3010-805  IPHY 4650-EXERCISE PHYSIOLOGY  
3010-806  IPHY 4720-NEUROPHYSIOLOGY  
3010-807  IPHY 3060-CELL PHYSIOLOGY  
3010-808  IPHY 3460-COMPARATIVE VERTEBRATE ANATOMY  
3010-809  IPHY 3810-FORENSIC BIOLOGY LAB

**APPROXIMATELY HOW MANY HOURS OF LAB CONTACT TIME WILL YOU HAVE OVER THE COURSE OF THE SEMESTER?**  
30-49 _____ (REGISTER FOR 1 CREDIT HOUR)  
> 50 _____ (Register for 2 credit hours)

Note: All undergraduate students who formally participate in or assist with, labs must undergo sexual harassment training, including attendance at formal workshops to be provided by the Office of Sexual Harassment and the Office of Judicial Affairs.

**APPROVED** ________________________________  
**CHAIR OR ASSOCIATE CHAIR**  

**Staff use only**

Entered date _______  
Staff Initials _________

Copy to Faculty_______  
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